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Thank you for ordering our standard form consultancy agreement. 

Our Terms and Conditions apply to the production of this document. 

We will invoice you on completion or within one month whichever is earlier. 

The finished document will comprise two or three parts: 

1. A set of standard Terms and Conditions which forms the legal basis on 

which you are willing to do business with your clients. 

2. A contract specification which sets out the detail of the contract with your 

individual client. 

3. If relevant, a consumer contract cancellation form. 

The document is set out in our recommended format and made bespoke to 

you, it will: 

 Create certainty in the contractual position setting out the terms that 

have been agreed in writing. 

 Minimise legal disputes and the chance of you being taken to court. 

 Fully protect your position. You will probably have already thought about 

terms such as price, payment and delivery costs, but we will ask you to 

consider limiting your liability, disclaiming your liability for failure or delay 

caused by force majeure and protecting your intellectual property rights. 

 Help you to enforce your agreement. It will be clear where a client has 

breached the contract and therefore much easier to enforce should you 

need to take legal action for example for non payment. 

 Help you to provide good customer service. It should not be a complete 

surprise to the client if you enforce a right set out clearly in the terms and 

conditions. Additionally you can reassure your client by telling them how 

you will handle disputes, thereby enhancing your reputation. 

 Help to avoid mismatched expectations. These are not good for any 

business and as a consultant if you provide a detailed specification there 

should be no mismatched expectations as to timescales, layout, further 

charges etc. 

 Ensure compliance with legislation. For example The Provisions of 

Services Regulations require suppliers of services to provide the 

customer with certain information and this will be included in the terms 

and conditions. 

 

Making your document bespoke 

With these things in mind we need to obtain certain information from you to 

enable us to set up your document correctly and enable us to provide you with 

https://crimsoncrab.net/useful-information/general-terms-and-conditions
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a set of terms and conditions that ensure maximum protection for your 

business in dealings with your clients. 

In order to keep costs to a minimum we have developed an information 

collection form powered by Google Forms, available by following this link. 

A pdf version is available here. You may wish to print this out to help you to 

prepare to complete the online form. IMPORTANT: Once you start the online 

form you will need to keep it open in your browser or complete it in one 

session. It will take approximately 30 minutes to complete depending on the 

complexity of your business. 

If you have an issue please do not hesitate to email a description of the issue, 

your contact telephone number and the best time for us to call you to 

enquiries@crimsoncrab.net. We are not practicing solicitors and therefore we 

are unable to offer legal advice relating to your circumstances.  ALL 

INFORMATION IS GIVEN IN GOOD FAITH. WE CANNOT ACCEPT ANY 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR SUBSEQUENT ACTS OR OMISSIONS. IF 

YOU HAVE ANY DOUBTS QUERIES OR CONCERNS, YOU SHOULD REFER 

TO THE RELEVANT REGULATIONS AND TAKE FURTHER PROFESSIONAL 

ADVICE. 

Please note that calls are charged at £27.50 per quarter hour or part thereof.  

All the information you provide is treated in confidence and we also take the 

protection of personal data seriously, please read our Privacy Notice for more 

information. 

We will produce the document from your responses and send it to you by email 

along with a template and instructions on completing the contract specification 

and any other documents. 

 

Jurisdiction 

Please note that the document will be drafted to work under English law, with 

the Courts of England having jurisdiction. If you wish to change the governing 

law, you should have the finished document reviewed by someone with 

expertise in the law of the relevant jurisdiction. 

 

Insurance 

The conditions of your insurance may include requirements to have certain 

clauses in your terms and conditions of business. This should be born in mind 

and included as appropriate. If you would like a free no obligation review of 

your current insurance to ensure sufficiency of cover please do not hesitate to 

http://goo.gl/forms/HYlnpS1ZvED5HY4v1
https://crimsoncrab.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/consultancy-agreement-google-forms.pdf
mailto:enquiries@crimsoncrab.net
https://crimsoncrab.net/privacy-notice/
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get in touch. The review is completed by a third party on our behalf and we will 

pass your details to them so that they can get in touch. 

There are other important matters that you will need to consider in order to 

ensure your agreements are robust. 

 

Types of Client 

It is very important to distinguish between: 

a) commercial clients, other businesses be they corporate entities, limited 

liability companies (Ltd, PLC) or partnerships (LLP), sole traders or 

unincorporated partnerships etc; and 

b) Consumers, a consumer is an individual acting for purposes which are 

wholly or mainly outside that individual’s trade, business, craft or 

profession. 

 

Types of Deliverables 

We need to know what the deliverables are. A deliverable in this context is used 

to describe a tangible or intangible object that is intended to be delivered to the 

customer and could be a report, a document, a server upgrade etc. 

 

Effective Date 

If a contract does not specify its effective date, it goes into effect on the date it 

was signed by the person to whom the contract was offered for a signature. 

If this person’s signature is not dated, then the contract is effective the moment 

the agreement left their hands. 

If a contract clearly specifies its effective date, then the contract is valid from 

the effective date regardless of whether its signatures are dated. 

Sometimes the effective date will be different from the date of signing, either 

earlier (i.e., backdating) or later (i.e., predating). Either is acceptable, provided 

that both parties intended it manifested by clearly stating the intended effective 

date in the contract. 

 

Third Party Materials 

If you resell things that you have bought from another supplier you could be left 

exposed to risk of legal challenge from them if your agreements do not 

accurately reflect theirs. 
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This may also be the case in respect of deliverables which include intellectual 

property owned and provided to you by a third party. 

 

Term 

The term or duration of the contract dictates for how long you are under 

contractual obligations to your client. 

 

Delivery of the Deliverables 

If you intend to deliver to an agreed timetable you need to think about the level 

of diligence you will be under to stick to the timetable. You also need to 

consider warranties of conformity i.e. when you warrant that the deliverables 

will meet the specification you apply and if they will be free of defects. Similarly 

any warranty of legality of the deliverables may need to be specified and which 

legal areas apply e.g. intellectual property law. 

 

Licence 

You own the copyright in the materials you produce. When you deliver them to 

your client they will be in breach of your copyright if they do anything with them 

that you do not permit. The permission is granted through a licence this may be 

a licence term or in more complex cases an end user licence agreement 

(EULA). 

 

Late Payments 

You can include contractual late payment interest or rely on the Late Payment 

of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998. 

 

General Warranties 

Warranties are minor terms of a contract which are not central to the existence 

of the contract. If a warranty is breached the innocent party may claim 

damages but cannot end the contract. You will need to think about what if any 

such warranties you require. 

 

Contractual limitations and exclusions of liability 

Limitation of liability clauses are a useful way of balancing the risk between 

https://www.gov.uk/late-commercial-payments-interest-debt-recovery
https://www.gov.uk/late-commercial-payments-interest-debt-recovery
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parties to a commercial contract. The parties can seek to limit their liability 

under the contract in a number of ways, often by excluding liability for certain 

types of loss or by putting a financial cap on liability for such losses. 

The traditional approach when drafting and negotiating commercial contracts is 

to define liability by exclusion, with the losses which have not been specifically 

carved out by the parties being recoverable under the contract (provided they 

are not too remote or otherwise excluded by law). 

Exclusion or limitation of liability clauses need to be approached with care. You 

should be aware that if you try to impose exclusions that are too wide, or 

liability caps that are too low, you run the risk of the entire clause being deemed 

unenforceable, leaving the defaulting party at risk of potentially unlimited 

liability (subject to the common law rules on recovery). 

They are regulated and controlled by law, and the courts may rule that 

particular limitations and exclusions of liability in contracts are unenforceable. 

The courts are particularly likely to intervene where a party is seeking to rely on 

a limitation or exclusion of liability in its standard terms and conditions, but will 

also sometimes intervene where a term has been individually negotiated. 

The courts may be more likely to rule that provisions excluding liability, as 

opposed to those merely limiting liability, are unenforceable. 

It may improve the chances of a limitation or exclusion of liability being found to 

be enforceable if the party seeking to rely upon it specifically drew it to the 

attention of the other party before the contract was entered into. 

If you wish to try to limit/exclude for liability in respect of reckless, deliberate, 

personal and/or repudiatory breaches of contract, we will specify this in relation 

to the relevant provision. Reckless breaches generally involve a person 

pursuing a course of action while consciously disregarding the fact that the 

action gives rise to a substantial and unjustifiable risk.  A repudiatory breach is 

a fundamental breach of a contract. It is so fundamental that it permits the 

distressed party to terminate performance of the contract, in addition to entitling 

that party to sue for damages. In many circumstances, however, the courts will 

find these types of limitations and exclusions to be unenforceable. 

Exclusions and limitations of liability in UK contracts are primarily regulated by 

the Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 ("UCTA"). Contracts regulated by UCTA 

cannot exclude or restrict a party's liability for death or personal injury resulting 

from negligence and certain other specified matters (the agreement we 

produce will be compliant). UCTA includes various other restrictions, 

particularly in the case of contracts for the sale of goods and contracts under 

which possession or ownership of goods passes. 
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Commercial Contracts 

The Unfair Contract Terms Act 1977 controls how far you can go in excluding 

your liability to a business buyer if you breach your sales contract. The Act 

covers limitation and exemption clauses, and indirect clauses that try to cut 

down liability. It also provides that certain exclusion clauses are completely 

invalid, and certain others are valid only if they're reasonable. 

If you're selling goods to another business using your own written standard 

terms and conditions, you can exclude certain types of liability (e.g. liability for 

late delivery) only if it's reasonable to do so. 

You can't exclude liability for negligence causing death or personal injury. You 

can only exclude liability for other types of loss caused by negligence where it's 

reasonable to do so. 

Whether it's fair and reasonable to put an exclusion clause into the contract is 

judged in light of the circumstances known to both parties at the time the 

contract was made. So, when you negotiate and enter into the contract with 

your client, you should assess how likely it is that a court would think it 

reasonable for you to have included the exclusion or limitation clause in your 

contract. 

Certain circumstances would help to show that it was reasonable for you to 

exclude your liability for this risk. These circumstances can include charging a 

lower price if the buyer accepts the risk of late delivery, or agreeing that the 

buyer's own insurance would cover this risk. 

If, on the other hand, you've excluded your liability for a risk that you could 

easily get insurance cover for, but the buyer couldn't, this might show that your 

exclusion clause wasn't reasonable. As the person trying to rely on the 

exclusion clause, it's up to you to show that the clause satisfies the 

reasonableness test in the Act. It's a good idea to state in your contract the 

circumstances that show your exclusion clauses are reasonable in case the 

buyer challenges them in the future. 

The Act sets out various guidelines to determine how reasonable an exclusion 

clause is. However, the list doesn't cover every situation. If there's a dispute, 

the court may take into account any factors it thinks are relevant. 

The first 2 guidelines aim to ensure that a buyer agrees to the terms freely and 

voluntarily. The court would consider: 

 The relative bargaining strengths of the parties (taking into account other 

ways the buyer could get what they require); and 

 Whether you gave the buyer an inducement to agree to the term and 

whether they could have entered into a similar contract with another 
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seller without that term. 

The next 2 guidelines aim to ensure that the buyer accepts the terms with their 

eyes open. The relevant considerations are: 

 Whether the buyer knew or should have known that the term existed and 

what it covered; and 

 Whether it was reasonable to expect the buyer to be able to comply if 

the term excludes or restricts liability unless a certain condition is fulfilled 

(e.g. telling the seller about a defect within a certain number of days). 

The final guideline applies where the goods were manufactured, processed or 

adapted to the buyer's special order. If a buyer asks for the goods to be 

customised, it's usually reasonable for you to exclude or limit your liability if the 

goods don't work or aren't fit for their purpose. For example, you might not 

allow the buyer to return customised goods. 

 

Consumer Contracts 

Different rules apply to limitations of liability in contracts with consumers and 

are mainly contained in the Consumer Rights Act 2015. This provides that in a 

consumer contract, the seller can't exclude or restrict their liability for 

obligations created by the Act. Any clauses in the contract that try to reduce or 

exclude these obligations will be invalid. 

Also any clause that excludes or limits the liability of the seller for death of or 

personal injury to the consumer caused by the seller's negligence is invalid. 

Contract terms should be in plain, intelligible language. If there's any doubt 

about the meaning of a clause, it will be resolved in favour of the consumer. 

The Act also provides that unfair terms in consumer contracts (and consumer 

notices) aren't binding on the consumer. Consumer notices are notices 

intended to be read by a consumer but which are not part of the contract. 

A term is unfair if: 

 It's contrary to good faith 

 It causes a significant imbalance in the rights and obligations of the 

parties to the detriment of the consumer. 

A term is likely to meet this definition if it limits the consumer's rights or 

disproportionately increases the obligations of the consumer as compared to 

those of the seller. The Act gives examples of factors that would affect fairness, 

such as the nature of the goods and circumstances in which the contract was 

made. 
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Part 1 of Schedule 2 of the Act gives many examples of terms which might be 

considered unfair. These include terms that: 

 Make the consumer fulfil all their obligations where the supplier doesn't 

perform theirs 

 Make the consumer pay a disproportionately high sum if they don't fulfil 

an obligation under the contract 

 Allow a seller to end an indefinite contract without reasonable notice and 

without a serious reason 

 Automatically extend a fixed-term contract if the consumer doesn't 

object, when the deadline for the consumer to object is unreasonably 

early. 

Essential terms of a contract (such as those specifying what is being sold and 

the price) can't be assessed for fairness, as long as they're expressed in plain, 

intelligible language, and are prominent. They should not, for example, be in 

very fine print that an ordinary consumer wouldn't notice. 

If a term in a consumer contract is unfair, it's invalid and can't be enforced 

against the consumer. The consumer could have this determined by the courts, 

or could refer the matter to the Competition and Markets Authority (CMA). The 

CMA can investigate and take action to prevent sellers using certain terms. 

If you wish to try to limit/exclude for liability in respect of reckless, deliberate, 

personal and/or repudiatory breaches of contract, we will specify this in relation 

to the relevant provision.  

Reckless breaches generally involve a person pursuing a course of action while 

consciously disregarding the fact that the action gives rise to a substantial and 

unjustifiable risk.   

A repudiatory breach is a fundamental breach of a contract. It is so fundamental 

that it permits the distressed party to terminate performance of the contract, in 

addition to entitling that party to sue for damages. 

In many circumstances, however, the courts will find these types of limitations 

and exclusions to be unenforceable. 

 

Termination 

If the contract does not give either side the right to terminate it if things go 

wrong, then there is no automatic right to bring it to an end even if, for example, 

you are not being paid. 

So besides having the right to terminate the contract if something has gone 

wrong, you may want the right to bring a contract to an end for other reasons.  
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If you are supplying services to a client on a regular but not very profitable 

basis and you get offered more lucrative work by someone else, you may want 

to bring the first contract to an end, so it is sensible to have a notice period. 

If, on the other hand, your client wants to bring the contract to an end, you may 

want a period of notice to give you time to find other business. 

 

Cancellation 

Where contracts are made with consumers, without face to face contact (e.g. 

over the internet) or away from normal trade premises, they generally get 14 

days to cancel it. If this is the case we will include a cancellation clause, unless 

you can claim an exemption. The exemptions are described at 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/3134/regulation/28/made. 

 

Subcontracting 

In terms of insurance, bona-fide sub-contractors are generally deemed to be 

contractors who work without direction from the insured, have their own legal 

liabilities, hold their own insurance and usually provide their own materials and 

tools. If these conditions are met then they are not included in the count of 

employees. 

Most insurance companies would usually exclude losses occurring due to work 

undertaken for a business by bona-fide sub-contractors unless the business 

takes all reasonable steps to ensure that the sub-contractor has, and maintains 

in force, public liability insurance with a limit of indemnity of not less than that 

under their own policy. They are unlikely to make any payment for any claim or 

loss where there is a failure to demonstrate compliance with this requirement. 

You will also need to consider the applicability of the intermediaries legislation 

known as IR35. Government guidance can be found here and if you are in any 

doubt you should seek guidance from a suitably qualified professional. 

 

Force Majeure 

Force majeure is generally intended to include occurrences beyond the 

reasonable control of a party. 

It is a common clause in contracts that essentially frees both parties from 

liability or obligation when an extraordinary event or circumstance beyond the 

control of the parties, such as a war, strike, riot, crime, or an event described by 

the legal term act of God (hurricane, flood, earthquake, volcanic eruption, etc.), 

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2013/3134/regulation/28/made
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/ir35-find-out-if-it-applies
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prevents one or both parties from fulfilling their obligations under the contract.  

In practice, most force majeure clauses do not excuse a party's non-

performance entirely, but only suspend it for the duration of the force majeure. 

For example, a strike might prevent timely delivery of goods, but not timely 

payment for the portion delivered. 

 

Conclusion 

We trust that these notes will help you to determine the correct content of your 

terms and conditions. The hard copy form can be found here and this is a link 

to the online form. 

 
© Copyright Crimson Crab Ltd June 2016 all rights reserved. 

https://crimsoncrab.files.wordpress.com/2016/05/1613-consultancy-agreement-b-questions-google-forms.pdf
http://goo.gl/forms/HYlnpS1ZvED5HY4v1
http://goo.gl/forms/HYlnpS1ZvED5HY4v1

